Transformations on quantum states form a basic building block of every quantum information system. From photonic polarization to two-level atoms, complete sets of quantum gates for a variety of qubit systems are well known. For multi-level quantum systems beyond qubits, the situation is more challenging. The orbital angular momentum modes of photons comprise one such high-dimensional system for which generation and measurement techniques are well-studied. However, arbitrary transformations for such quantum states are not known. Here we experimentally demonstrate a four-dimensional generalization of the Pauli X-gate and all of its integer powers on single photons carrying orbital angular momentum. Together with the well-known Z-gate, this forms the first complete set of high-dimensional quantum gates implemented experimentally. The concept of the X-gate is based on independent access to quantum states with different parities and can thus be easily generalized to other photonic degrees-of-freedom, as well as to other quantum systems such as ions and superconducting circuits.
Introduction -High-dimensional quantum states have recently attracted increasing attention in both fundamental and applied research in quantum mechanics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The possibility of encoding vast amounts of information on a single photon makes them particularly interesting for large-alphabet quantum communication protocols [6] [7] [8] [9] , as well as for investigating fundamental questions concerning local realism or quantum contextuality [10, 11] . The temporal and spatial structure of a photon provides a natural multi-mode state space in which to encode quantum information. The orbital angular momentum (OAM) modes of light [12] comprise one such basis of spatial modes that has emerged as a popular choice for experiments on high-dimensional quantum information [13] . While techniques for the generation and measurement of photonic quDits carrying OAM are well known [14] [15] [16] , efficient methods for their control and transformation remain a challenge. No general recipe is known so far, and experimentally feasible techniques are known only for special cases.
Here we experimentally demonstrate a fourdimensional X-gate and all of its integer powers with the orbital angular momentum modes of single photons. The four-dimensional X-gate is a generalization of the two-dimensional σ x Pauli transformation and acts as a cyclic ladder operator on a four-dimensional Hilbert space. The cyclic transformation required for this gate was designed through the use of the computer algorithm MELVIN [17] and recently demonstrated with classical states of light [18] . The Z-gate for OAM quDits (the generalization of the two-dimensional σ z Pauli transformation) introduces a mode-dependent phase, which can be implemented simply with a single optical element [19, 20] . With all powers of the high-dimensional X-and Z-gate, we arrive at a complete basis of quDit gates, which in principle allows for the construction of arbitrary unitary operations in a four-dimensional state space [21] (see Appendix for details).
It is interesting to compare OAM with other highdimensional degrees of freedom that allow for the encoding of quantum information. For path-encoding in particular, it is known how arbitrary single-quDit transformations can be performed in a lossless way [22] . Such transformations have been implemented recently on integrated photonic chips for the generation and transformation of entanglement [23, 24] . General unitary transformations such as these are not known for the photonic OAM degree-of-freedom. In addition to being natural modes in optical communication systems with cylindrical symmetry, photons carrying OAM offer an important advantage over path and time-bin encoding in that quantum entanglement can be generated [25] and transmitted [26] without the need for interferometric stability. Therefore, the development of new controlled transformations for photonic OAM, as we show here, fills an important gap.
The X-gate demonstrated here uses the ability to sort even and odd parity modes as a basic building block [19] . This concept can be extended to other photonic degrees of freedom such as frequency [27, 28] , and used in other quantum systems such as trapped ions [29, 30] , cold atoms [31] , and superconducting circuits [32] for constructing similar high-dimensional quantum logic gates.
High-dimensional Pauli gates -The Pauli matrix group has applications in quantum computation, quantum teleportation and other quantum protocols. This group is defined for a single quDit (a single photon with d-dimensional modes) in the following manner [33, 34] :
where ∈ {0, 1..., d − 1} refers to the different modes in the d-dimensional Hilbert space and ⊕ 1 ≡ ( + 1) mod d. The Z-gate introduces a mode-dependent phase in the form of ω = exp( 2πi d ). Furthermore, the Y-gate can be written Y = X · Z. While the two-dimensional X-gate swaps two modes with one another, in high dimensional Hilbert spaces (d > 2) it takes the form of a cyclic operation:
This results in each state being transformed to its nearest neighbor in a clockwise direction, with the last state |d − 1 being transformed back to the first one |0 . The Y-gate can be expressed as a combination of Z and X gates. While powers of Z lead to different modedependent phases, integer powers of X shift the modes by a larger number:
The X 2 -gate, for example, transforms each mode to the second nearest mode. Likewise, the conjugate of X leads to a cyclic operation in the counter-clockwise direction,
Experimental implementation -A Z-gate for photons carrying OAM can simply be achieved by using a Dove prism, which has been shown recently [4, [35] [36] [37] . Since the Y-gate can be achieved by a combination of Z and X gates, it is sufficient to focus on the X-gate and its powers. Fig.1a shows the schematic of the X-gate. It consists of two parity sorters (PS1 and PS2) and a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) that is implemented between them. The input photon is first incident on a spiral phase plate that adds one quantum of OAM quantum (SPP +1 ) onto the photon before it enters PS1. The parity sorter is an interferometric device which then sorts the photon according to its mode parity [19] . For the first-order cyclic transformation, the sign of the odd photon needs to be flipped after PS1. This is achieved by reflecting the odd output photon at a mirror placed in one MZI path, while FIG. 1. The conceptual diagrams for the three types of quantum logic gates. The input states for each case is (-2,-1,0,1). a) A spiral phase plate (SPP) adds +1 to the mode, leading to (-1,0,1,2). Afterwards, the first parity sorter separates even and odd modes, while the second one combines them againwhich forms a large interferometer. Within the interferometer, the even mode have an odd number of reflections, which leads to the correct output modes (-1,0,1,-2). b) For the X 2 gate, the input modes are directly separated into even and odd modes. After a reflection in each arm, the even modes are increased by 2. The two arms are recombined at the PS2 and all of the modes are reflected for changing the signs of the modes. That leads to (0,1,-2,-1). c) In the X † transformation, the different parity modes are separated again, and the even part gets reflected twice, while the odd modes are reflected once. After recombination, the of the modes is decreased by one, which leads to (1,-2,-1,0). Note that in the experiment, it can be adjusted whether even or odd modes are reflected at the parity sorter. In this conceptual diagrams, for simplicity we have chosen PS1 to reflect even modes and PS2 to reflect odd modes.
even photons undergo two reflections that preserve the sign of their OAM mode (see Fig.1a) . The modes are then input into PS2, which coherently recombines them into the same path.
Interestingly, the X-gate can be converted into the X 2 -gate and X † -gate with only minor changes to the experimental setup (for d=4, X † =X 3 ). For constructing the X
FIG. 2.
Experimental setup for the four-dimensional Xgate (additional experimental details are partially transparent). A 405nm CW laser pumps a Type-II ppKTP crystal (not shown), creating photon pairs entangled in orbital angular momentum (OAM). The idler photon is used for heralding the signal photon in a particular OAM mode. After passing through a = +1 spiral phase plate, the signal photon is input into a parity sorting interferometer, which separates the odd and even OAM components of the photon. After traversing a series of mirrors, the odd and even components are coherently recombined in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer through the use of a half-wave plate (HWP) and polarizing beam splitter (PBS). A spatial light modulator (SLM) and single mode fiber are used to perform projective measurements of OAM modes and their superpositions.
The experimental setup is depicted in Fig.2 . We use heralded single photons produced via the process of Type-II spontaneous parametric down conversion process (SPDC) in a 5mm long periodically poled Potassium Titanyl Phosphate (ppKTP) crystal pumped by a 405nm diode laser. In the SPDC process, conservation of the pump angular momentum leads to the generation of photon pairs with a degenerate wavelength of λ=810nm that are entangled in OAM. Therefore whenever the idler photon is measured to be in mode |+ , the signal photon is found to be in mode |− . Thus, by heralding the idler photon in a particular OAM mode, we can select the OAM quantum number of the signal photon that is input into the logic gate. Here, we use the OAM quantum numbers of -2,-1,0 and 1 for demonstrating our 4-dimensional quantum logic gates. By changing the mode number before and after the transformation, the X-gate can be used with every connected 4-dimensional subspace.
The parity sorter was originally proposed as an MZI with a dove prism in each arm [19] . The relative rotation angle between the two dove prisms is set at 90
• , which introduces an π phase difference between the two arms. Depending on the parity of OAM mode ( ) of the input photon, constructive or destructive interference results in even and odd modes exiting different outputs of the MZI. For long-term stability, in our case we implement this interferometer in a double-path Sagnac configuration [38] . Two adjacent Sagnac loops allow for the positioning of a dove prism in each loop. The outputs of this Sagnac interferometer are then directly input into the second MZI (denoted as OAM manipulating in Fig.2 ). In the second interferometer the sign of odd modes is flipped by reflection on an extra mirror. A trombone system in the odd arm is used to adjust the relative path difference to achieve a coherent combination of even and odd modes.
The concept of the quantum gates (discussed in Fig. 1 ) allows in principal for a lossless operation. For simplicity, we replace the second parity sorter with a polarization beam splitter (PBS). This allows the odd and even modes in the MZI to be recombined in a stable manner, albeit with an additional loss of 50%. Now we explain the experimental details of the X-Gate ( Fig. 1&2) . A 4-dimensional subset of OAM modes ∈ {−2, −1, 0, 1} is shifted by one leading to {−1, 0, 1, 2}. The parity sorter separates even and odd modes. The path for the even modes experience an odd number of reflections that causes in a sign flip and results in {−1, 0, 1, −2}. The coherent combination at the PBS and subsequent erasure of polarization information completes the X-gate: (−2 → −1 → 0 → 1 → −2). The X 2 and X † gate work similarly, see Fig. 1 . The experimental results of the gate operations are depicted in Fig. 3 . The probability P i,j to detect a photon in mode j when sending in one in mode i is given by
The average probability of the expected mode for the X, X 2 , and X † gates are 87.3%, 90.4%, and 88.4% respectively, see Table I .
In order to demonstrate a transformation of a coherent superposition, we use |ψ in = (|0 ± |1 )/ √ 2 as the input into the X-gate. The expected output state is given by |φ out = (|1 ±|−2 )/ √ 2 and ideally we do not expect any photon in the orthogonal state |φ out = (|1 ∓ |−2 )/ √ 2. The probability to detect photons in these output modes is shown in Fig. 4 . The average probability of detecting the expected mode is 90.9% and matches with the probabilities shown in Table I and Fig. 3 . This clearly demonstrates that the X-gate works as a coherent quantum transformation.
Conclusion -We have shown the experimental generation of the four-dimensional X-gate and all of its unique higher orders, including the X 2 and X 3 gates. Together with the well known Z-gate, this forms a complete basis of transformations on a four-dimensional quantum system. This means that it can in principle be used to construct every four-dimensional unitary operation. The X-gate is a basic element required for generating large classes of entangled states, such as the set of four-dimensional Bell states [39] or general high-dimensional multi-particle states [5] . Such states can be used, for example, in tests of quantum contextuality [40] and for Bell-like tests of local-realism in a higher-dimensional state space [10, 41] .
These quantum logic gates can find application in various high-dimensional quantum protocols, such as high- ). The visibility of the transformation process is calculated to be 90.9%.
dimensional quantum key distribution [6, 7, 42, 43] where transformations between mutually unbiased bases are necessary. Other applications could include multi-party secret sharing [8] or dense coding [44] , where transformations between orthogonal sets of entangled states are required. In quantum computing where complete sets of quantum gates are necessary, high-dimensional quantum states allow for the efficient implementation of gates [45, 46] and offer advantages in quantum error correction [47] .
Interestingly, a high-dimensional generalization of the CNOT gate consists of a controlled-cyclic transformation [48] . In combination with polarization, one can immediately create a three-, six-and eight-dimensional generalization of our method [17] . An important next step is the construction of high-dimensional two-particle gates. This would allow the implementation of complex quantum algorithms such as quantum error correction in high dimensions [47] .
APPENDIX All unitaries from X and Z
Here we briefly show that it is possible to construct every unitary transformation in four dimensions in terms of X and Z-gates, and integer powers of them. Here we follow the construction in [21] . The derivation is general for arbitrary dimensions d. For the purpose of our experiment, in the end we will make d → 4.
We start by defining the operator (called HeisenbergWeyl operators)
From these operators, we can write a minimum and complete set of Hermitian operators
with χ = 
with real coefficients c l,m , and d being the dimension of the Hilbert space. Every unitary transformation can be written as the exponent of a hermitian generator, such that
U has infinitely many terms which are combinations of X and Z gates, and X and Z do not commute. However, because of X · Z = −iZX, one can always write
with complex coefficients g l,m . For d = 4, due to X 4 = 1 and Z 4 = 1, the sum only goes from 0 ≤ l, m ≤ 3. Therefore, one arrives at
with complex coefficients h l,m . This sum has 16 terms with various coefficients. That means, in principle one could apply the 16 different operations in superposition and create every arbitrary unitary transformation in a 4-dimensional space. While this is experimentally challenging, in many important cases, the formula simplifies significantly.
